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Section A(20x1=20) 
Choose the Correct Answer 

1. _________ is the discussion of the subject matter of poetry, according to 
Hoarace 
a. poema  b. poesis  c. poetic   d. p[oeta 
2. Horace says _________ must be consistent 
a. characters b. plotq  c. style   d. action 
3. Figures of _________, if properly handled contribute to sublimity. 
a. men  b. letters  c. speech   d. literature 
4. Noble and lofty thoughts find their natural expression in_______language. 
a. softy  b. lofty  c. stylish   d. common man 
5. Apology for Poetry is Sidney’s defence against Stephen Gosson’s ______ 
a. School of Scandal  b. School of Abuse c. School of Vices   d. School of 
poetry 
6. Philip Sidney defines poetry as an art of _________ 
a. imitation       b. imagination  c. invention  d. illustration 
7. _______ is an imitation of common errors in  ridiculous fashion, and so is 
effective in warning men against such errors, says Sidney. 
a. Tragedy  b. Tragi comedy  c. Comedy  d. Melodrama 
8. Poetry is not _______for the poet does not deal with what is, but what 
should be  
a. The mother of lies b. the mother of evils c. the mother of fraud d. the 
mother of wrong doings. 
9. _________in many things resembled Ovid, claims Dryden. 
a. Shakespeare  b. Milton  c. Chaucer  d. Homer 
10. Chaucer followed _______everywhere, but was never so bold to go 
beyond her 
a. Nature   b. men  c. poetry  d. style 
11. Shakespeare has no ________but ony human beings. 
a. Heroines   b. villains  c. Heroes d. Minor characters 
12. For a _____Shakespeare sacrifices reason, propriety and truth. 
a. Woman  b. fun   c. cry   d. pun 



13. _______ is the dominant theme of Wordsworth’s Preface to Lyrical 
Ballads. 
a. Poetic truth b. poetic style c. poetic diction d. poetic imagination 
14. For Wordsworth, the function of poetry is to ________ 
a. give satisfaction    b. give pleasure c. give instruction   d. give 
information. 
15. Willing suspension of _____ constitutes poetic truth, according to 
Coleridge. 
a. disbelief  b. distrust  c. dissatisfaction  d. disorientation 
16. The poet brings the whole soul of man into ________ 
a. festivity  b.  activity  c. sensitivity d. relativity 
17. _________is likely to affect our judgement when we are dealing with our 
contemporary poets. 
a. historic estimate b. Individual estimate c. personal estimate  
d. general estimate 
18. Criticism is to be directed not only upon works but also upon 
a. life  b. men   c. society  d. evils 
19. T.S. Eliot says that emotion in poetry must be _____ 
a. personalized  b. impersonalized  c. depersonalized  d. 
rationalized 
20. _____ represents the accumulated wisdoms and experience of ages. 
a. tradition   b. testing  c. talent  d. individuality 

Section B 
Answer the following in 300 words:    5x5=25 
21.a. What are the rules laid down by Horace on poetic imagination?        Or 
b. What are sources of sublime? 
22.a. Why should poetry valued, according to Sidney?       Or 
b. How does Disney establish the superiority of poetry over History and 
Philosophy? 
23.a. What is Dryden’s justification of his turning the Canterbury Tales into 
Modern English?            Or 
b. How does Dr. Johnson defend Shakespeare mixing comic and tragic 
scenes? 
24.a. What is Wordsworth’s concept of Poetic Creation?   Or 
b. How is the communication of pleasure composed in poetry? 
25.a. Write on Arnold’s concept of Touchstone Method.   Or 
b. What is T.E. Eliot’s concept of Tradition? 
 



 
Section C 

Answer any THREE of the following in 1200 words:  3x10=30 
26. Consider ‘On the Sublime’  as a practical criticism. 
27. Substantiate ‘An Apology for Poetry’ as an epitome of Renaissance 
Criticism. 
28. How does Dr. Johnson appreciate the merits and demerits of 
Shakespeare? 
29. Analyze Wordsworth’s concept of Poetry – its function, Themes and 
language and the Process of Creation. 
30. Make a critical Synopsis of ‘Tradition and Individual Talent’. 
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